Abstract Mesomodelling of structures made of heterogeneous materials requires the introduction of mechanical models which are able to simulate the interactions between the adherents. Among these devices is quite popular the zero thickness interface (ZTI) model where the contact tractions and the displacement discontinuities are the primary static and kinematic variables. In some cases the joint response depends also on the internal stresses and strains within the thin layer adjacent to the joint interfaces. The interphase model, taking into account these additional variables, represents a sort of enhanced ZTI. In this paper a general theoretical formulation of the interphase model is reported and an original finite element, suitable for two-dimensional applications, is presented. A simple numerical experiment in plane stress state condition shows the relevant capabilities of the interphase element and allows to investigate its numerical performance. Some defects related to the shear locking of the element are resolved making use of well known numerical strategies. Finally, further numerical application to masonry structures are developed.
present a mechanical response strongly affected by the static and kinematic phenomena occurring at each constituent and at their joints. Therefore, some different length scales of interest may be identified and for each scale some specific deformation mechanisms need to be investigated.
First of all, the structural or macroscopic length scale is of the order of the typical dimensions of the structural element. The mechanical variables defined at this scale are related to some average material properties (homogeneous equivalent material) and consequently stresses and strains are to be considered as average stress and strain fields.
Next, the mesoscopic length scale is of the order of the typical dimension of the basic constituents of the heterogeneous material. The stress and strain at each constituent represent the variables at this scale and some effects, such as damage-induced anisotropy, which is observed at the macroscopic scale, is mainly governed by the damage growth taking place at the mesoscopic scale.
Finally, a lower length scale may be identified for each constituent and the relevance of this scale arises in micromechanics problems.
The overall macroscopic approach to the analysis of structures made up of heterogeneous material consists in formulating phenomenological constitutive laws expressed in terms of macroscopic stress and average strain for the equivalent homogeneous continuum [1] [2] [3] [4] . Mathematical relations describe the behaviour of a number of phases and the macroscopic behaviour of the volume element is obtained by applying more or less complex averaging processes to these relations.
This way to operate may be not adequate to describe the non linear behaviour since it requires the introduction of strong simplifications. The fact is that non-linearities really develop in a discrete framework, mainly as debonding, sliding and other effects which occur locally between components. The equivalent average procedure could easily fail in the proper description of the material behaviour since it is not able to take into account the specific interaction between elements.
The mesoscopic approach overcomes these difficulties since the constituents are modelled individually and their interactions are regulated by apposite interface models [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . This approach is versatile and allows to capture accurately the principal failure mechanisms.
The mesoscopic approach can be easily implemented in the framework of the finite element method (FEM) for the purpose of numerical modelling of heterogeneous structures. The material constituents are modelled making use of the classical 2D or 3D continuum elements while the joints are simulated through mechanical devices able to reproduce opening-closing, slide and dilatancy phenomena. These mechanical devices, generally called contact elements, are classified in the following categories:
• link elements between two opposite nodes [18] The ZTI elements in recent years have found several applications in civil and industrial engineering. The mechanical response of mortar joints in masonry material and of the steel bar/hardened concrete bond surface in reinforced concrete members are simulated making use of ZTI elements. The same elements are used to study laminated composites to describe delamination phenomena. A wide literature is devoted to the development of advanced interface constitutive models in order to describe the damage evolution, the onset of irreversible strains and the related coupled effects. The constitutive laws are expressed in terms of contact tractions and displacement discontinuities which are considered as generalized joint strains. Along the loading path, most of the proposed interface laws describe a linear elastic response until a failure criterion is satisfied. The evolutive constitutive equations describing the post peak softening response are often formulated in rigorous manner and incorporate some concepts developed in damage mechanics [10] [11] [12] [13] , in the theory of plasticity for non-standard materials [9, 32] and in fracture mechanics [14] .
A number of papers deal with the numerical performance of the ZTI elements. The earliest FEM application which introduce ZTI elements is attributed to Goodman [21] that in the late sixties handled the two-dimensional mechanical response of rock masses. Later, the isoparametric formulation for interface elements was proposed by Beer [22] to model contact surfaces or thin layer joints in three-dimensional structures. Extension to finite deformations was developed by Ortiz and Pandolfi [23] .
This kind of interface elements, as reported by Schellekens and de Borst [24] , show undesired spurious oscillations of the stress field, in particular when the interface stiffness is high respect to that of surrounding elements. The authors relate this drawback to the applied numerical integration scheme of the stiffness matrix and propose a numerical strategy to overcome the stress field oscillation. The same deficiency has been noted by Kaliakin and Li [25] and this is reconducted to a kinematic inconsistency of the element. In the cited paper an improved four-node element is proposed which is the result of the assembly of two aligned four noded interface elements by using the static condensation technique.
In many cases the joint response depends also on internal stresses and strains within the contact layer adjacent to the joint interfaces. A typical example is the uniaxial compression of masonry material. With reference to the Fig. 1 , the masonry specimen is constituted by two blocks interfaced by a mortar joint. The overall mechanical response depends on the ratio between the Young modulus of the block and of the mortar. First, we distinguish the case of a mortar stiffer than the block material (a). In this case the joint provides a sort of confinement action on the two blocks resulting in the onset of tangential stresses at the physical joint/block interfaces. Considering the tangential contact tractions as an external load for the mortar thin layer, the equilibrium gives that the transverse section of the joint is subjected to a tensile normal stress. On the other hand, a block material stiffer than the mortar (b) produces the opposite effect: the mortar squeezing and the confinement action provided by the blocks lead to compressive normal stresses in the transverse section. Furthermore, the tangential contact tractions produce a sort of bending effect for the block which is the cause of the fracture experimentally observed departing from the inner horizontal surface of the unit.
The ZTI concept applied to the reported example is not able to capture the illustrated response of the masonry specimen and, in terms of contact tractions, provides compression in the normal direction and zero tangential tractions.
Therefore, the usual assumption used in ZTI that the response is governed by contact stresses components, may require an enhancement by introducing the effect of the internal stresses into the analysis.
In this paper, we shall study the mesomodelling of heterogeneous materials making use of the interphase model proposed by Giambanco and Mroz [26] . The principal aim is the formulation of a reliable contact finite element based on the kinematics of the interphase model and representing a thin layer joint separated by two interfaces from the adherents. The introduced novelties are that the internal stresses
